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Plotting parameters not particularly noted.

Command
First 

Page
Description

$ 80 Extract column from a data frame

abline 100 Plot a line

aggregate 303 Aggregate data by group

alist 88 List without elements evaluated

apply 105 Apply a function to a matrix

as.numeric 278 Convert to numeric

boxplot 406 Boxplot

by 297 Summarize by subcategories

cbind 310 Combine by rows or columns

chainmode 59 Maximum from samples

class 366 Determine data type

coeftab 202 Compare coefficients of models

coerce_id 158 Give a number to each unique value

compare 198 Compare models using WAIC

complete.cases 136 Get rows with no omissions

concat 186 Concatentate strings

constraints 348 Constraints on search

contour_xyz 84 Contour plot

control 228 Set number of iterations for optimization

cor 148 Correlation

cov2cor 90 Correlation matrix

cumsum 334 Convert to cummulative proportions

curve 43 Plot points connected with a curve

data 70 Get data for text examples and exercises

data.frame 129 Make a data frame

dbeta2 347 Beta distribution

dbetabinom 348 Beta binomial distribution - differing probabilities of success

dbinom 33 Binomial probability calculation (density)

dcategorical 325 Multinomial logistic regression distribution

dcauchy 249 Cauchy probability distribution

dens 52 Plot density of a sample from a prob distribution

dgamma2 350 Gamma distribution

dgampois 350 Gamma-Poisson distribution

dgeom 328 Geometric probability distribution

diag 90 Diagonal of a matrix

dnorm 82 Normal probability calculation (density)

dordlogit 336 Ordered logit probability distribution

dotchart 134 Make a dot chart

dpois 315 Poisson probability distribution

dunif 82 Uniform probability calculation (density)

dzipois 345 Zero inflated Poisson distribution

ensemble 297 Build a mixture of models

exp 87 Exponential function

extract.samples 90 Sample vectors

for 105 Interate a loop 

function 60 Part of defining a function

glimmer 162 Make design  into map-style formulas

glm 310 Fit generalized linear model

GPL2 414 Squared distance Gaussian

head 90 See first few rows of a matrix

HPDI 56 Highest posterior density interval - narrowest interval

identify 132 Label points with mouse

ifelse 40 Conditional with two choices

image_xyz 83 Heat map

lapply 269 Apply a function to get a list

lines 106 Plots many lines

link 104 Sample using the posterior distribution for specific cases
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list 88 List with elements evaluated

lm 160 Standard R linear model

log 75 Logarithm of a number or a vector of numbers

log_sum_exp 193 Logarithm of a sum of exponential terms

logistic 294 Change log-odds to probability

logit 294 Log of odds

map 42 Set up a maximum a posteriori model

map2stan 249 Map model using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) method

matrix 379 Creates a matrix

mc.cores 185 Number of cores to use

mean 59 Mean of a vector

median 59 Median of a vector

method 228 Method for optimization

mtext 130 Title of graph

mvrnorm 91 Multivariable normal distribution

nrow 110 Number of rows in a data set

order 134 Get data in order

pairs 147 Plot of all pairs of data

PI 56 Percentile confidence interval

plot 40 Set up a plot window - Look at graphs for parameter examples

plot(precis) 125 Plots the precis

points 134 Plot points

postcheck 350 Posterior validation check

precis 42 Summarizes a map (maximum a posteriori model)

prod 74 Product of a vector of numbers

quantile 55 Find the nth percentile

range 224 Get minimum and maximum of a range of values

rbinom 62 Sample from a binomial distribution

rcauchy 260 Sample from a Cauchy distribution

rep 40 Repeat the same thing a certain number of times

replicate 73 Repeat an operation a certain number of times

rgeom 328 Sample from a geometric distribution

rlkjcorr 394 Regularizing prior for correlations

rnorm 83 Sample from a normal distribution

round 416 Round numbers

rpois 321 Sample from a Poisson distribution

runif 73 Sample from a uniform distribution

sample 52 Samples from vector of possibilities with some prob density

sapply 60 Apply a function to a vector

seq 40 Sequence of numbers equally spaced

set.seed 69 Fix start of random number generator

shade 106 Shades a region for given interval

sim 108 Simulates from a model

simplehist 63 Histogram with vertical lines instead of bars

softmax 324 Find maximum in a row of a matrix

sqrt 150 Square root

stan 439 Use STAN directly with stan formatted model

start 230 Where to start the optimization search

str 79 Show structure of a data frame

sum 53 Sums from a vector with some condition on the choices

table 63 Create a table of values

unique 155 Get unique entries in a column

var 170 Variation

vcov 89 Variance-covariance matrix

WAIC 197 Widely Applicable Information Criterion

which.max 59 Maximum of a vector

which.min 60 Minimum of a vector


